PROPOSAL TO REVISE A COURSE 


1.	COURSE DETAILS

1.1	Course ID	COMP3441/9441   

1.2	Course name - Long
Security Engineering


1.3	Course name - Abbreviated
Security Engineering


1.4	Course Authority	ext/email
Richard Buckland                       54063/richardb@cse.unsw.edu.au

1.5	Organisational Unit responsible for course

School:	 CSE	Faculty:  Engineeering

Academic Group Code (Faculty):  ??

Academic Organisation Code (Owner): ??

1.6 Revision of Course Summary Checklist 
To amend the handbook entry. 

1.7	Justification of Proposal

The School of Computer Science and Engineering offers COMP3441 which currently covers  applied computer security, cryptographic protocols, and management level issues in engineering secure systems. This course also originally included substantial coverage of applications of cryptography and cryptographic protocols.  The field of computer security has grown substantially over the past 10 years which makes it increasing difficult to address all three aspects in one course in 12 weeks, and we have demand from industry and our own students to continue teaching all these topics and to teach them in more depth.  

We propose to move the applied cryptographic protocol content formerly covered in COMP3441/9441 into a new course (COMP4442), which will enable it to be covered in more depth by those students interested in protocols and formal security properties. This will enable a more detailed coverage of computer security and the engineering design of secure systems topics in COMP3441. 

1.7	Consultation Process
Head and Associate Head of School.  School Teaching Committee.  Student postmortem and feedback session in 2006 and 2008.  Discussions with ex-students now working in security.  Discussions with the computer security group of a major bank.


1.8	Units of credit (UOC) 6 Session/s offered s2	Hours Per Week 3L 1T


1.9	Pre-requisites:  48 uoc
	Co-requisites: 
Exclusions: 

1.10	Proposed Entry in the Faculty Handbook (including course description)

Introduction to computer security and cybercrime. Engineering secure systems.  How/why  systems fail, analysis, planning, policy.  Auditing.  Standards.   Thinking like a Security Engineer.  Common types of attacks and methods of response.  The mind of an attacker.  Current trends in cybercrime and cyberterror.  Physical security, private and public cryptographic protocols,  intrusion detection, prevention and response.  Post attack forensics.  The role of a Chief Security Officer.  Security consulting. Case studies of insecurities.  Standard security controls.  

Topics drawn from recent developments and current  research in applied computer security.

No computing prerequisites assumed, a keen, devious, and analytical mind is helpful.


1.11	Is this course replacing an existing course?

YES X

COMP3441/9441 Cryptography and Security

NO



1.12	Undergraduate & Postgraduate

1.13	Elective

1.14	Program stage
Stage 3 or Masters, first offered S2 2009 

1.15	Program/s in which course is be available
All CSE programs.  

1.16	Proposed teaching methods and assessment practices
Lectures plus tutorials and homework assignments

1.17	Assessment grades to be used
full range of grades ie. HD, DN, CR, PS, FL; 


1.18	Mode of delivery
Internal X

External

Other (specify) 


1.19	Information Technology Requirements for students

Use of existing school laboratories for practical assignment: 20 hrs per student 

1.20	Textbooks
Security Engineering, a guide to building dependable distributed systems, 2nd ed, R.J. Anderson, Wiley Computer Publishing, 2008.

References: 
Applied Cryptography , B. Schneier, Wiley 1996
Decrypted Secrets, F.L. Bauer, Springer, 2007.
Hacking: the art of exploitation, Jon Erickson, 2003.

1.21	Industrial experience component
none


2.	RESOURCE STATEMENT

2.1	Enrolments
Estimated or proposed enrolments for the next three years.

2009: 50
2010: 70
2011: 70

2.2	Resource Requirements

Staffing Requirements:

Hours per week
20	 Full-time Academic Staff 
	 Part-time Teaching Staff
	 General Staff

Field Costs:

Studio/Laboratory Requirements:

Materials Requirements:

Equipment Costs:

Computing Requirements:

Library Requirements:

Capital Funds Requirements:


2.3	Servicing Implications:

N/A


2.4	Teaching Arrangements:

(i)	Will other units contribute on a regular basis to the teaching of this course?
YES

NO  X


(ii)	If so, which units are involved and what proportion of the course will they teach?

	Alternative Delivery Arrangements:

N/A

2.6	Details of Tuition Fees:
Fees for courses are calculated on a pro-rata basis.
Proposed fee:

$	 for non-award enrolment (local)
$	 for non-award enrolment (international)
$	 for course which forms part of full fee-paying program (for local students)
$	 for course which forms part of full fee-paying program (for international students)

3.	AUTHORISATION

3.1	University Librarian’s Endorsement

Note:  this section of the Proposal must be signed by a Library representative, stating:

I have examined the Library needs related to the above proposal and certify that existing Library holdings, staffing, services and accommodation are adequate / inadequate (delete one) to cover the demands that are inherent in it.

Appropriate arrangements for the use of digitised material to support this course have been made by the Course Authority with the University Librarian.

Further Comments:





University Librarian
    /    /2009


3.2	Head of School’s Approval

Note:  this section of the Proposal must be signed by the Head of School, stating:

I have examined the resource implications of the above proposal in regard to staff, space, materials, equipment, capital funds, and computing, and certify that the School can cover the demands that are inherent in it.

Further Comments:





Head of School
    /    /2009

3.3	Dean’s Approval

Note:  this section of the Proposal must be signed by the Dean, stating:

I have examined the resource implications of the above proposal in regard to staff, space, materials, equipment, capital funds, and computing, and certify that:

(Tick whichever is applicable)

3.3.1	(i)	the proposal involves no additional resources. (A statement from the Head of School explaining how this can be achieved must be provided);  or

(ii)	the proposal involves additional resources and it is proposed to redeploy existing resources within the faculty. (A statement from the Head of School explaining how this will be achieved must be provided); or

(iii)	the proposal involves additional resources to be obtained as set out below; or

(iv)	the additional resources essential to bring the proposal into effect cannot be found within resources available to the faculty. 

3.3.2	Fees (delete if not applicable):

•	a fee will not be charged for this program (other than HECS)

•	a fee will be charged for this program for local fee-paying students

•	a fee will be charged for international students


If a fee is to be charged the Dean certifies as follows: 

I have ensured that the Vice-Chancellor has been advised of the proposed fee arrangements, and note that approval of fee arrangements is needed before the new program can be implemented.


3.3.3	the proposal conforms to the University's commitment to Equal Opportunity in Education.

Statement from Head of School on Source of Additional Resources and/or Further Comments:







Dean
    /    /2009





